Privacy
Applicants to The Mid-Atlantic Repeater Council (T-MARC) for frequency coordination may have an
expectation that their repeater system information be held in confidence and not be published or
disclosed to others. In keeping with this expectation, T-MARC has developed the following privacy
policy with regard to sharing of such information.
1. Coordinated Repeaters
General information is listed on the T-MARC website unless specifically requested not to do so by the
coordination holder, the individual or club that the coordination is issued to. In the absence of such a
request, general information that may be listed on the TMARC website includes input frequencies,
output frequencies, city, state, county, call sign, coordination holder, geographic area, and features (i.e.:
CTCSS, DCS, Digital mode, etc.). An authorized representative of a coordinated repeater may submit a
request to T-MARC to delist general information about their repeater and T-MARC will advise the
representative when the repeater information has been delisted from the www.tmarc.org website.
2. Technical Details
All repeater systems, link frequencies, and/or control frequencies are not listed on the T-MARC website.
This information is kept confidential except as necessary to effect the coordination with neighboring
coordination bodies. This technical information includes any proposed link or control frequencies,
specific site location details (latitude, longitude), ground elevation, antenna height, transmitter power,
ERP and any other pertinent details of a proposed coordination as may be necessary to effect
coordination.
3. Proposed Coordinations
Should there be a need to notify another T-MARC coordination holder, due to proposed co-channel or
adjacent channel coordination, only the city and ERP of the proposed system shall be furnished. A
propagation map may be provided.
4. Coordination Activity Report
T-MARC may periodically post coordination activity during the previous period covered on the
www.tmarc.org website. This report may contain, and is limited to, the coordination activity (repeater,
link or control), city or geographic area, the applicant call sign, club name, sponsor or individual and the
repeater frequency. No specific system information, control or link frequency information shall be
included in this report.
5. Contact Information
TMARC shall post contact information for any coordination holder, including those requesting that the
repeater information not be published, on the T-MARC web site list of club or individual sponsors. This
list of club or individual sponsors may contain the call sign, name and address of the coordination
holder.
T-MARC does NOT provide any information to online repeater directories.
T-MARC shall not disclose detailed contact information, beyond the information listed on the T-MARC
web site, to anyone without the express permission of the coordination holder.
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